Interpretation of Labquality’s EQA report

clinical chemistry 2 – special chemistry

Acid-base status and electrolytes
e-scheme Reports for e-schemes are published only on Internet at www.labquality.fi
individual results

Laboratory´s individual results are
presented in histograms and in
numerical summaries.

Method data and
instrument
identification

Histogram
All results (blue)

The green shaded area shows the
results for the method group. The
blue columns relate to all results.
The target limits of the labora
tory’s method (output) group
are shown in green in the box
below the histogram. Laboratory’s
result is shown by a red dot and
numerically. If a result falls beyond
the scale of the axis, it is shown by
an arrow instead of a dot.
The statistical parameters for
the laboratory’s own group and
all method groups (output groups)
are printed below the histogram.
The values are calculated from
the results that fall within the
calculated limits for the method
group in question. The limits are
obtained from the median value
of the uncorrected results ± 3 *
uncorrected SD if the method
group includes at least 7 results.

Own method
group (green)
Own result
Target limits

If a result falls outside
of l imits calculated
from median ±3 SD
there will be a note:
“result outside the
outlier rule”.

Results are out of the median ± 3 * un
corrected SD or excluded manually in
small method groups.

Numerical summary
The statistical values in numerical
summaries are calculated similarly
to the values under the histogram.
The numerical summary shows
all results by method. CV and SD
are calculated if there are at least
two results in a method group.
If there is only one, a dash (—)
appears.
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clinical chemistry 2 – special chemistry

Albumin and creatinine in urine

individual results

The statistical parameters are
calculated from the results that
fall within the calculated limits for
the group in question. The limits
are obtained from the median
value of the uncorrected results
± 3 * uncorrected SD if the group
includes at least seven results.
The shaded area shows the
results for the own method group.
The outer edges of the histogram
relate to all results.
Laboratory’s result is presented
by a black diamond on the histo
gram and numerically below the
histogram. If a result falls beyond
the scale of the axis, it is shown by
an arrow instead of a diamond. The
graphical target limits are shown
in a box if there are at least seven
results in the method group.
The statistical values for the
laboratory’s own group and all
groups are printe d below the
histogram as well as results from
previous ten surveys.

Results for the laboratory´s own
method group (output group)
Shaded area on the histogram presents
the method group in question. The out
er edges relate to all results.

Laboratory´s own result
Own result is shown as a black diamond
on the histogram and numerically in the
box below the histogram. If a result falls
beyond the scale of the axis, it is shown as
an arrow instead of a diamond.

Summary of laboratory´s last ten
surveys (if participated)

Own group and
All output groups

SD and CV are calculated if there are
at least two results in a group. If there
is only one, a dash (—) appears. Own
result should always be compared
with results in own method group.

Survey:
x:
Result:
Diff%:

Number of the survey and year
Mean		
Laboratory´s result
Difference between
laboratory´s r esult and its
method group mean (%)

The target area and limits

The graphical target area is shown in grey in the
same box as the laboratory´s result below the his
togram. The area is shown if there are seven or more
results in a method group. The limits are presented
numerically in the section “Own group”.

Numerical summary

The statistical values in numerical
summaries are calculated similarly
to the values under the histogram.
The numerical summary shows
all results by method. CV and SD
are calculated if there are at least
two results in a method group.
If there is only one, a dash (—)
appears.
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clinical chemistry 2 – special chemistry

Alcohol in blood or serum
The
results areresults
presented in histograms and in numerical summaries.
individual
The statistical parameters are
calculated from the results that
fall within the calculated limits for
the group in question. The limits
are obtained from the median
value of the uncorrected results
± 3 * uncorrected SD if the group
includes at least seven results.
The shaded area shows the
results for the own method group.
The outer edges of the histogram
relate to all results.
Laboratory’s result is presented
by a black diamond on the histo
gram and numerically below the
histogram. If a result falls beyond
the scale of the axis, it is shown by
an arrow instead of a diamond. The
graphical target limits are shown
in a box if there are at least seven
results in the method group.
The statistical values for the
laboratory’s own group and all
groups are printe d below the
histogram as well as results from
previous ten surveys.

Results for the laboratory´s own
method group (output group)
Shaded area on the histogram shows
the method group in question.

All results

The outer edges relate to all results.

Laboratory´s own result
Own result is shown as a black diamond on
the histogram and numerically in the box
below the histogram. If a result falls beyond
the scale of the axis, it is shown as an arrow
instead of a diamond.

Summary of laboratory´s last ten
surveys (if participated)
Own group and
All output groups

SD and CV are calculated if
there are at least two results in
a group. If there is only one, a
dash (—) appears. Own result
should always be compared
with results in own
method group.

Survey:
x:
Result:
Diff%:

Number of the survey and year
Mean		
Laboratory´s result
Difference between
laboratory´s r esult and its
method group mean (%)

The target area and limits

The graphical target area is shown in grey
in the same box as the laboratory´s result
below the histogram. The area is shown
if there are seven or more results in a
method group. The limits are presented
numerically in the section “Own group”.

Numerical summary, an example

Numerical summary

The statistical values in numerical
summaries are calculated similarly
to the values under the histogram.
The numerical summary shows
all results by method. CV and SD
are calculated if there are at least
two results in a method group.
If there is only one, a dash (—)
appears.
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Allergy in vitro diagnostics:
ECP and Total IgE
The
results areresults
presented in histograms and in numerical summaries.
individual
The statistical parameters are
calculated from the results that
fall within the calculated limits for
the group in question. The limits
are obtained from the median
value of the uncorrected results
± 3 * uncorrected SD if the group
includes at least seven results.
The shaded area shows the
results for the own method group.
The outer edges of the histogram
relate to all results.
Laboratory’s result is presented
by a black diamond on the histo
gram and numerically below the
histogram. If a result falls beyond
the scale of the axis, it is shown by
an arrow instead of a diamond. The
graphical target limits are shown
in a box if there are at least seven
results in the method group.
The statistical values for the
laboratory’s own group and all
groups are printe d below the
histogram as well as results from
previous ten surveys.

Results for the laboratory´s own
method group (output group)
Shaded area on the histogram shows
the method group in question.

All results

The outer edges relate to all results.

Laboratory´s own result
Own result is shown as a black diamond on
the histogram and numerically in the box
below the histogram. If a result falls beyond
the scale of the axis, it is shown as an arrow
instead of a diamond.

Summary of laboratory´s last ten
surveys (if participated)
Own group and
All output groups

SD and CV are calculated if
there are at least two results in
a group. If there is only one, a
dash (—) appears. Own result
should always be compared
with results in own
method group.

Survey:
x:
Result:
Diff%:

Number of the survey and year
Mean		
Laboratory´s result
Difference between
laboratory´s r esult and its
method group mean (%)

The target area and limits

The graphical target area is shown in grey
in the same box as the laboratory´s result
below the histogram. The area is shown
if there are seven or more results in a
method group. The limits are presented
numerically in the section “Own group”.

Please note. The Allergy in vitro diagnostics schemes are arranged
in cooperation with UK NEQAS and SKML. The specific IgE
results will be produced and reported by the organiser in charge.
Labquality reports total IgE and ECP results.

numerical summary

The statistical values in numerical
summaries are calculated similarly
to the values under the histogram.
The numerical summary shows
all results by method. CV and SD
are calculated if there are at least
two results in a method group.
If there is only one, a dash (—)
appears.
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Ammonium ion
The
results areresults
presented in histograms and in numerical summaries.
individual
The statistical parameters are
calculated from the results that
fall within the calculated limits for
the group in question. The limits
are obtained from the median
value of the uncorrected results
± 3 * uncorrected SD if the group
includes at least seven results.
The shaded area shows the
results for the own method group.
The outer edges of the histogram
relate to all results.
Laboratory’s result is presented
by a black diamond on the histo
gram and numerically below the
histogram. If a result falls beyond
the scale of the axis, it is shown
by an arrow instead of a diamond.
The graphical target limits are
shown in a box if there are at least
seven results in the method group.
The statistical values for the
laboratory’s own group and all
groups are printe d below the
histogram as well as results from
previous ten surveys.

Results for the laboratory´s own
method group (output group)
Shaded area on the histogram shows
the method group in question.

All results

The outer edges relate to all results.

Laboratory´s own result
Own result is shown as a black diamond on
the histogram and numerically in the box
below the histogram. If a result falls beyond
the scale of the axis, it is shown as an arrow
instead of a diamond.

Summary of laboratory´s last ten
surveys (if participated)
Own group and
All output groups

SD and CV are calculated if
there are at least two results in
a group. If there is only one, a
dash (—) appears. Own result
should always be compared
with results in own
method group.

Survey:
x:
Result:
Diff%:

Number of the survey and year
Mean		
Laboratory´s result
Difference between
laboratory´s r esult and its
method group mean (%)

The target area and limits

The graphical target area is shown in grey
in the same box as the laboratory´s result
below the histogram. The area is shown
if there are seven or more results in a
method group. The limits are presented
numerically in the section “Own group”.

numerical summary

The statistical values in numerical
summaries are calculated similarly
to the values under the histogram.
The numerical summary shows
all results by method. CV and SD
are calculated if there are at least
two results in a method group.
If there is only one, a dash (—)
appears.
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Angiotensin convertase (ACE)
The
results areresults
presented in histograms and in numerical summaries.
individual
The statistical parameters are
calculated from the results that
fall within the calculated limits for
the group in question. The limits
are obtained from the median
value of the uncorrected results
± 3 * uncorrected SD if the group
includes at least seven results.
The shaded area shows the
results for the own method group.
The outer edges of the histogram
relate to all results.
Laboratory’s result is presented
by a black diamond on the histo
gram and numerically below the
histogram. If a result falls beyond
the scale of the axis, it is shown by
an arrow instead of a diamond. The
graphical target limits are shown
in a box if there are at least seven
results in the method group.
The statistical values for the
laboratory’s own group and all
groups are printe d below the
histogram as well as results from
previous ten surveys.

Results for the laboratory´s own
method group (output group)
Shaded area on the histogram shows
the method group in question.

All results

The outer edges relate to all results.

Laboratory´s own result
Own result is shown as a black diamond on
the histogram and numerically in the box
below the histogram. If a result falls beyond
the scale of the axis, it is shown as an arrow
instead of a diamond.

Summary of laboratory´s last ten
surveys (if participated)
Own group and
All output groups

SD and CV are calculated if
there are at least two results in
a group. If there is only one, a
dash (—) appears. Own result
should always be compared
with results in own
method group.

Survey:
x:
Result:
Diff%:

Number of the survey and year
Mean		
Laboratory´s result
Difference between
laboratory´s r esult and its
method group mean (%)

The target area and limits

The graphical target area is shown in grey
in the same box as the laboratory´s result
below the histogram. The area is shown
if there are seven or more results in a
method group. The limits are presented
numerically in the section “Own group”.

numerical summary

The statistical values in numerical
summaries are calculated similarly
to the values under the histogram.
The numerical summary shows
all results by method. CV and SD
are calculated if there are at least
two results in a method group.
If there is only one, a dash (—)
appears.
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Basic chemistry, POC analysers
The
results areresults
presented in histograms and in numerical summaries.
individual
The statistical parameters are
calculated from the results that
fall within the calculated limits for
the group in question. The limits
are obtained from the median
value of the uncorrected results
± 3 * uncorrected SD if the group
includes at least seven results.
The shaded area shows the
results for the own method group.
The outer edges of the histogram
relate to all results.
Laboratory’s result is presented
by a black diamond on the histo
gram and numerically below the
histogram. If a result falls beyond
the scale of the axis, it is shown by
an arrow instead of a diamond. The
graphical target limits are shown
in a box if there are at least seven
results in the method group.
The statistical values for the
laboratory’s own group and all
groups are printe d below the
histogram as well as results from
previous ten surveys.

Results for the laboratory´s own
method group (output group)
Shaded area on the histogram shows
the method group in question.

All results

The outer edges relate to all results.

Laboratory´s own result
Own result is shown as a black diamond on
the histogram and numerically in the box
below the histogram. If a result falls beyond
the scale of the axis, it is shown as an arrow
instead of a diamond.

Summary of laboratory´s last ten
surveys (if participated)
Own group and
All output groups

SD and CV are calculated if there are
at least two results in a group. If there
is only one, a dash (—) appears. Own
result should always be compared
with results in own method group.

Survey:
x:
Result:
Diff%:

Number of the survey and year
Mean		
Laboratory´s result
Difference between
laboratory´s r esult and its
method group mean (%)

The target area and limits

The graphical target area is shown in grey
in the same box as the laboratory´s result
below the histogram. The area is shown
if there are seven or more results in a
method group. The limits are presented
numerically in the section “Own group”.

numerical summary

The statistical values in numerical
summaries are calculated similarly
to the values under the histogram.
The numerical summary shows
all results by method. CV and SD
are calculated if there are at least
two results in a method group.
If there is only one, a dash (—)
appears.
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clinical chemistry 2 – special chemistry

Beta-hydroxybutyrate
The
results areresults
presented in histograms and in numerical summaries.
individual
The statistical parameters are
calculated from the results that
fall within the calculated limits for
the group in question. The limits
are obtained from the median
value of the uncorrected results
± 3 * uncorrected SD if the group
includes at least seven results.
The shaded area shows the
results for the own method group.
The outer edges of the histogram
relate to all results.
Laboratory’s result is presented
by a black diamond on the histo
gram and numerically below the
histogram. If a result falls beyond
the scale of the axis, it is shown by
an arrow instead of a diamond. The
graphical target limits are shown
in a box if there are at least seven
results in the method group.
The statistical values for the
laboratory’s own group and all
groups are printe d below the
histogram as well as results from
previous ten surveys.

Results for the laboratory´s own
method group (output group)
Shaded area on the histogram shows
the method group in question.

All results

The outer edges relate to all results.

Laboratory´s own result
Own result is shown as a black diamond
on the histogram and numerically in the
box below the histogram. If a result falls be
yond the scale of the axis, it is shown as an
arrow instead of a diamond.

Summary of laboratory´s last ten
surveys (if participated)
Own group and
All output groups
SD and CV are calculated if there are
at least two results in a group. If there
is only one, a dash (—) appears. Own
result should always be compared
with results in own method group.

Survey:
x:
Result:
Diff%:

Number of the survey and year
Mean		
Laboratory´s result
Difference between
laboratory´s r esult and its
method group mean (%)

The target area and limits

The graphical target area is shown in
grey in the same box as the laboratory´s
result below the histogram. The area is
shown if there are seven or more re
sults in a method group. The limits are
presented numerically in the section
“Own group”.

numerical summary

The statistical values in numerical
summaries are calculated similarly
to the values under the histogram.
The numerical summary shows
all results by method. CV and SD
are calculated if there are at least
two results in a method group.
If there is only one, a dash (—)
appears.
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clinical chemistry 2 – special chemistry

Bile acids
The
results areresults
presented in histograms and in numerical summaries.
individual
The statistical parameters are
calculated from the results that
fall within the calculated limits for
the group in question. The limits
are obtained from the median
value of the uncorrected results
± 3 * uncorrected SD if the group
includes at least seven results.
The shaded area shows the
results for the own method group.
The outer edges of the histogram
relate to all results.
Laboratory’s result is presented
by a black diamond on the histo
gram and numerically below the
histogram. If a result falls beyond
the scale of the axis, it is shown by
an arrow instead of a diamond. The
graphical target limits are shown
in a box if there are at least seven
results in the method group.
The statistical values for the
laboratory’s own group and all
groups are printe d below the
histogram as well as results from
previous ten surveys.

Results for the laboratory´s own
method group (output group)
Shaded area on the histogram shows
the method group in question.

All results

The outer edges relate to all results.

Laboratory´s own result
Own result is shown as a black diamond on
the histogram and numerically in the box
below the histogram. If a result falls beyond
the scale of the axis, it is shown as an arrow
instead of a diamond.

Summary of laboratory´s last ten
surveys (if participated)
Own group and
All output groups
SD and CV are calculated if there are
at least two results in a group. If there
is only one, a dash (—) appears. Own
result should always be compared
within own method group.

Survey:
x:
Result:
Diff%:

Number of the survey and year
Mean		
Laboratory´s result
Difference between
laboratory´s r esult and its
method group mean (%)

The target area and limits

The graphical target area is shown in grey
in the same box as the laboratory´s result
below the histogram. The area is shown if
there are seven or more results in a meth
od group. The limits are presented numer
ically in the section “Own group”.

numerical summary

The statistical values in numerical
summaries are calculated similarly
to the values under the histogram.
The numerical summary shows
all results by method. CV and SD
are calculated if there are at least
two results in a method group.
If there is only one, a dash (—)
appears.
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1(2)
clinical chemistry 2 – special chemistry

Bilirubin, 3-level
The results areresults
presented in histograms and in numerical summaries.
individual
The individual results are pre
sented in histograms and 3-point
graphs.

seven results in the method group.
The statistical values for the
laboratory’s own group and all

groups are printe d below the
histogram as well as results from
previous ten surveys.

3-point graphs

The reference values are printed in
bold on the x-axis. The traceability
of the reference material is stated
to NIST SRM 909b by the man
ufacturer. Black spots illustrate
individual measured results;
vertical lines show the target limits
±12%. Participant´s bilirubin results
and the difference percentages
(diff %) are in brackets. The values
are also presented in a summary
below the graph.
HISTOGRAMS

The statistical parameters are cal
culated from the results that fall
within the calculated limits for
the group in question. The limits
are obtained from the median
value of the uncorrected results
±3 * uncorrected SD if the group
includes at least seven results.
The shaded area presents the
results for the own method group.
The outer edges of the histogram
relate to all results.
Laboratory’s result is presented
by a black diamond on the histo
gram and numerically below the
histogram. If a result falls beyond
the scale of the axis, it is shown
by an arrow instead of a diamond.
The graphical target limits are
shown in a box if there are at least

48

Sample 1
Sample 2
Sample 3

Results for the laboratory´s own
method group (output group)
Shaded area on the histogram presents
the method group in question.

All results

The outer edges relate to all results.

Laboratory´s own result
Own result is shown as a black diamond
on the histogram and numerically in the
box below the histogram. If a result falls
beyond the scale of the axis, it is shown as
an arrow instead of a diamond.

Summary of laboratory´s last ten
surveys (if participated)
The target area and limits

The graphical target area is shown in grey in the same
box as the laboratory´s result below the histogram.
The area is shown if there are seven or more results
in a method group. The limits are presented numer
ically in the section “Own group”.

Labquality 2010

Survey:
x:
Result:
Diff%:

Number of the survey and year
Mean		
Laboratory´s result
Difference between
laboratory´s r esult and its
method group mean (%)

Interpretation of Labquality’s EQA report
2(2)

numerical summary

The statistical values in numerical
summaries are calculated similarly
to the values under the histogram.
The numerical summary shows
all results by method. CV and SD
are calculated if there are at least
two results in a method group.
If there is only one, a dash (—)
appears.
Statistical parameters
x 	����������������������������
s, SD	���������������������
CV% 	�������������������
Results	����������������

Corrected mean
Corrected standard deviation
Coefficient of variation
Number of results
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Bilirubin, conjugated
The
results areresults
presented in histograms and in numerical summaries.
individual
The statistical parameters are
calculated from the results that
fall within the calculated limits for
the group in question. The limits
are obtained from the median
value of the uncorrected results
± 3 * uncorrected SD if the group
includes at least seven results.
The shaded area shows the
results for the own method group.
The outer edges of the histogram
relate to all results.
Laboratory’s result is presented
by a black diamond on the histo
gram and numerically below the
histogram. If a result falls beyond
the scale of the axis, it is shown by
an arrow instead of a diamond. The
graphical target limits are shown
in a box if there are at least seven
results in the method group.
The statistical values for the
laboratory’s own group and all
groups are printe d below the
histogram as well as results from
previous ten surveys.

Results for the laboratory´s own
method group (output group)
Shaded area on the histogram shows the
method group in question.

All results

The outer edges relate to all results.

Laboratory´s own result
Own result is shown as a black diamond on
the histogram and numerically in the box
below the histogram. If a result falls beyond
the scale of the axis, it is shown as an arrow
instead of a diamond.

Summary of laboratory´s last ten
surveys (if participated)
Own group and
All output groups
SD and CV are calculated if there
are at least two results in a group. If
there is only one, a dash (—) appears.
Own result should always be
compared within own method group.

Survey:
x:
Result:
Diff%:

Number of the survey and year
Mean		
Laboratory´s result
Difference between
laboratory´s r esult and its
method group mean (%)

The target area and limits

The graphical target area is shown in grey
in the same box as the laboratory´s result
below the histogram. The area is shown if
there are seven or more results in a meth
od group. The limits are presented numer
ically in the section “Own group”.

numerical summary

The statistical values in numerical
summaries are calculated similarly
to the values under the histogram.
The numerical summary shows
all results by method. CV and SD
are calculated if there are at least
two results in a method group.
If there is only one, a dash (—)
appears.
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1(2)

clinical chemistry 2 – special chemistry

CRP, quantitative and semi-quantitative
The
results areresults,
presented
in histograms and
in numerical summaries.
individual
quantitative
methods
The statistical parameters are
calculated from the results that
fall within the calculated limits for
the group in question. The limits
are obtained from the median
value of the uncorrected results
± 3 * uncorrected SD if the group
includes at least seven results.
The shaded area shows the
results for the own method group.
The outer edges of the histogram
relate to all results.
Laboratory’s result is shown by
a black diamond on the histogram
and numerically below the histo
gram. If a result falls beyond the
scale of the axis, it is shown by an
arrow instead of a diamond. The
graphical target limits are shown
in a box if there are at least seven
results in the method group.
The statistical values for the
laboratory’s own group and all
groups are printe d below the
histogram as well as results from
previous ten surveys.

Results for the laboratory´s own
method group (output group)
Shaded area on the histogram shows the
method group in question.

All results

The outer edges relate to all results.

Laboratory´s own result
Own result is shown as a black diamond on
the histogram and numerically in the box
below the histogram. If a result falls beyond
the scale of the axis, it is shown as an arrow
instead of a diamond.

Summary of laboratory´s last ten
surveys (if participated)

Own group and
All output groups

SD and CV are calculated if
there are at least two results in
a group. If there is only one, a
dash (—) appears. Own result
should always be compared
with results in own
method group.

Survey:
x:
Result:
Diff%:

Number of the survey and year
Mean		
Laboratory´s result
Difference between
laboratory´s r esult and its
method group mean (%)

The target area and limits

The graphical target area is shown in grey
in the same box as the laboratory´s result
below the histogram. The area is shown if
there are seven or more results in a meth
od group. The limits are presented numer
ically in the section “Own group”.

numerical summary, quantitative methods

The statistical values in numerical
summaries are calculated similarly
to the values under the histogram.
The numerical summary shows
all results by method. CV and SD
are calculated if there are at least
two results in a method group.
If there is only one, a dash (—)
appears.
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The
results areresults,
presented
in histograms and inmethods
numerical summaries.
individual
semi-quantitative
The semi-quantitative results were
reported in six classes. The results
are presented in a table for each
specimen and method group.
The shaded area shows lab
oratory´s own result and own
method.
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clinical chemistry 2 – special chemistry

Down´s syndrome screening

individual results

The results of each analyte are
divided in 6 sections: histograms
of both samples, a Youden plot,
summary of previous survey
results, concentration-dependent
performance and comments.

u

Histogram

The dark blue columns show
the results of your own method

Analyte		

group and the light blue columns
relate to all results. A vertical line
indicates the assigned value.
The laboratory’s own result
is shown by a red dot in the his
togram and numerically under the
histogram together with a deviation
percent from the assigned value
(Diff%). If laboratory’s result falls
outside the histogram, it is marked
with a circled red x at the end of

Consensus value or
assigned value

Method group

the axis.
The green bar under the histo
gram shows the target limits of the
method group.

v

Statistical values below
		 the histogram
There is a table below the histo
gram showing statistical values for
own method group and all results.

Reagent

w

u
v

y

x
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2(2)

The assigned value (X, target
value) and the standard deviation
(s) are calculated according to
the procedure described in the
standard ISO 13528 (1). Sometimes
if there are blunt mistakes in the
original data (i.e. wrong units)
personal judgement of the scheme
coordinator is used and such a data
is removed before calculations.
Target limits are obtained from
the assigned value ± total error%
of an analyte. Standard error of
the mean (SEM), coefficient of
variation (CV%) and the number
of results (n) are also presented in
the summary table.

w

Youden plot

Results from laboratories are
shown as pairs of specimen by
analyte and method group. A red
dot marks the laboratory’s results.
The dark blue dots represent pairs
of results for the method group
in question and light blue dots
represent pairs of results for other
method groups. The lines on the
axes and the lines bounding these
lines represent the target area for
a method group. Results falling
outside of the plot are seen on
the edges.

x

Previous survey results

Jennings chart together with total
analytical error limits (target limits)
in percentages. The results from
the present survey are indicated
with red dots and the previous
results with black dots. Results
exceeding approximately ± 1.5 *
target limits are marked with a
black x.

y

Concentration-		
dependent performance

The graphical presentation shows
differences between the result
and the assigned value in terms
of concentration. The shaded
area forms the target limits at the

functional concentration level.
The result indicators (dots) and
results exceeding the axis values
(x) are marked as in “Previous
survey data” section.

z

Comments on individual
surveys and tests

Comments related to sample, ana
lyte, method group or laboratory
are presented.
Reference

1 ISO 13528 : 20 05 . St atistic al
methods for use in proficiency
testing by interlaboratory com
parisons, Annex C.

Numerical summary

The robust mean (x) and the
robust standard deviation (s)
of each analyte and method
group are obtained by iterative
calculation according to the pro
cedure described in the standard
ISO 13528. The final values of (x),
(s) and median (m) are presented
in the numerical summary.
S and CV are calculated if there
are at least two results in a method
group. If there is only one result, a
dash (—) appears.

Statistical parameters
X 	���������������������������
med	���������������������
s 	����������������������������
CV% 	�������������������
SEM	����������������������
Min	����������������������

Corrected mean
Median
Corrected standard deviation
Coefficient of variation
Standard error of the mean
The smallest accepted result
in the method group
Max	���������������������� The largest accepted result in
the method group
Number	�������������. Number of laboratories

The following data of laboratory’s
last six surveys (if they have par
ticipated) will be shown:
- Survey (Number of the survey)
- Sample (Sample code)
-	 Assigned value (X)
-	 Own (Laboratory’s own result),
-	 Diff % (Difference between lab
oratory’s result and the assigned
value in percentages).
Results and variations are pre
sented graphically in a Levey-
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clinical chemistry 2 – special chemistry

Drug abuse, screening and confirmation

individual summaries

u

Screening

u

The qualitative results are reported
in three classes and presented in a
table for each specimen, analyte
and method group.
The shaded area shows lab
oratory´s own result and own
method.

v

Confirmation

Consultant laboratory findings
are framed on the confirmation
summary. If a participant has
reported the confirmation results,
the table will be individual. Then
the client code is present at the
right corner of the table. The
client code on the left margin
of the table indicates the own
confirmation result.

w

v

9999

Cut-off values

The cut-off values by analyte
and method are presented in a
summary table where the shaded
area shows laboratory’s own
method and result.
9999

w
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clinical chemistry 2 – special chemistry

Erythrocyte sedimentation rate
The
results areresults
presented in histograms and in numerical summaries.
individual
The statistical parameters are
calculated from the results that
fall within the calculated limits for
the group in question. The limits
are obtained from the median
value of the uncorrected results
± 3 * uncorrected SD if the group
includes at least seven results.
The shaded area shows the
results for the own method group.
The outer edges of the histogram
relate to all results.
Laboratory’s result is shown by
a black diamond on the histogram
and numerically below the histo
gram. If a result falls beyond the
scale of the axis, it is shown by an
arrow instead of a diamond. The
graphical target limits are shown
in a box if there are at least seven
results in the method group.
The statistical values for the
laboratory’s own group and all
groups are printe d below the
histogram as well as results from
previous ten surveys.

Results for the laboratory´s own
method group (output group)
Shaded area on the histogram shows the
method group in question.

All results

The outer edges relate to all results.

Laboratory´s own result
Own result is shown as a black diamond on
the histogram and numerically in the box
below the histogram. If a result falls beyond
the scale of the axis, it is shown as an arrow
instead of a diamond.

Summary of laboratory´s last ten
surveys (if participated)
Own group and
All output groups
SD and CV are calculated if there
are at least two results in a group. If
there is only one, a dash (—) appears.
Own result should always be
compared within own method group.

Survey:
x:
Result:
Diff%:

Number of the survey and year
Mean		
Laboratory´s result
Difference between
laboratory´s r esult and its
method group mean (%)

The target area and limits

The graphical target area is shown in grey
in the same box as the laboratory´s result
below the histogram. The area is shown if
there are seven or more results in a meth
od group. The limits are presented numer
ically in the section “Own group”.

numerical summary

The statistical values in numerical
summaries are calculated similarly
to the values under the histogram.
The numerical summary shows
all results by method. CV and SD
are calculated if there are at least
two results in a method group.
If there is only one, a dash (—)
appears.
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clinical chemistry 2 – special chemistry

Faecal blood

numerical summary with individual results

The results are presented in
a table for each specimen,
assay and method group.
The shaded area shows
laboratory´s own result and
the own method group.
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Folate, erythrocytes
The
results areresults
presented in histograms and in numerical summaries.
individual
The statistical parameters are
calculated from the results that
fall within the calculated limits for
the group in question. The limits
are obtained from the median
value of the uncorrected results
± 3 * uncorrected SD if the group
includes at least seven results.
The shaded area shows the
results for the own method group.
The outer edges of the histogram
relate to all results.
Laboratory’s result is shown by
a black diamond on the histogram
and numerically below the histo
gram. If a result falls beyond the
scale of the axis, it is shown by an
arrow instead of a diamond. The
graphical target limits are shown
in a box if there are at least seven
results in the method group.
The statistical values for the
laboratory’s own group and all
groups are printe d below the
histogram as well as results from
previous ten surveys.

Results for the laboratory´s own
method group (output group)
Shaded area on the histogram shows the
method group in question.

All results

The outer edges relate to all results.

Laboratory´s own result
Own result is shown as a black diamond on
the histogram and numerically in the box
below the histogram. If a result falls beyond
the scale of the axis, it is shown as an arrow
instead of a diamond.

Summary of laboratory´s last ten
surveys (if participated)
Own group and
All output groups
SD and CV are calculated if there
are at least two results in a group. If
there is only one, a dash (—) appears.
Own result should always be
compared within own method group.

numerical summary

The statistical values in numerical
summaries are calculated similarly
to the values under the histogram.
The numerical summary shows
all results by method. CV and SD
are calculated if there are at least
two results in a method group.
If there is only one, a dash (—)
appears.
©
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Survey:
x:
Result:
Diff%:

Number of the survey and year
Mean		
Laboratory´s result
Difference between
laboratory´s r esult and its
method group mean (%)

The target area and limits

The graphical target area is shown in grey
in the same box as the laboratory´s result
below the histogram. The area is shown if
there are seven or more results in a meth
od group. The limits are presented numer
ically in the section “Own group”.

Interpretation of Labquality’s EQA report

clinical chemistry 2 – special chemistry

Glucose meters
The
results areresults
presented in histograms and in numerical summaries.
individual
The statistical parameters are
calculated from the results that
fall within the calculated limits for
the group in question. The limits
are obtained from the median
value of the uncorrected results
± 3 * uncorrected SD if the group
includes at least seven results.
The shaded area shows the
results for the own method group.
The outer edges of the histogram
relate to all results.
Laboratory’s result is shown by
a black diamond on the histogram
and numerically below the histo
gram. If a result falls beyond the
scale of the axis, it is shown by an
arrow instead of a diamond. The
graphical target limits are shown
in a box if there are at least seven
results in the method group.
The statistical values for the
laboratory’s own group and all
groups are printe d below the
histogram as well as results from
previous ten surveys.

Instrument identification

The code is optional and it is possible
that results from survey to survey are not
measured by the same instrument. That
is why summary of instrument´s last ten
surveys is missing under the histogram.

Results for the laboratory´s own
method group (output group)
Shaded area on the histogram shows the
method group in question.

All results

The outer edges relate to all results.

Laboratory´s own result

Own group and
All output groups
SD and CV are calculated if there are at least two
results in a group. If there is only one, a dash (—)
appears. Own result should always be
compared within own method group.

Own result is shown as a black diamond
on the histogram and numerically in the
box below the histogram. If a result falls
beyond the scale of the axis, it is shown as
an arrow instead of a diamond.

The target area and limits

The graphical target area is shown in
grey in the same box as the laboratory´s
result below the histogram. The area is
shown if there are seven or more re
sults in a method group. The limits are
presented numerically in the section
“Own group”.

numerical summary

The statistical values in numerical
summaries are calculated similarly
to the values under the histogram.
The numerical summary shows
all results by method. CV and SD
are calculated if there are at least
two results in a method group.
If there is only one, a dash (—)
appears.
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clinical chemistry 2 – special chemistry

Haemoglobin, 3-level
The results areresults
presented in histograms and in numerical summaries.
individual
The individual results are pre
sented in 3-point graphs and histo
grams.
3-point graphs

The reference values are printed
in bold on the x-axis. Black spots
illustrate individual measured
results; vertical lines show the
target limits ±5%. Participant´s
haemoglobin results and the
difference percentages (diff%) are
in brackets. The values are also
presented in a summary below
the graph.
Linearity
The deviation from linearity
(linearity coefficient, %), is cal
culated from the relative difference
of two slopes (k2-k1)/k1, see Fig 1.

Sample 1
Sample 2
Sample 3

Summary of reference values, target limits, laboratory’s own results and differences
between own results and method group means.

Trueness
To estimate the trueness of own
results the assigned values +/- 5%
are used. Own result should lie
within target limits which means
that the Diff% should be less than
5%. If the results are not within the
target limits, the Hb-meter should
be checked and re-calibrated.

60

Laboratory’s own linearity factor and the number of negative and positive linearity
factors in the own method group.
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numerical summary

The statistical values in a numerical
summary are calculated similarly
to the values under the histogram.
A numerical summary shows all
results by sample and by method
group.
SD is calculated if there are
at least two results in a method
group. If there is only one, a dash
(—) appears.
Statistical parameters
x 	����������������������������
SD	�������������������������
n	�����������������������������
Lin. factor	���������
neg/pos	�������������
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Corrected mean
Corrected standard deviation
Number of results
Linearity factor
Number of negative and
positive linearity factors in
the own method group.
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Haemoglobin A1c
The
results areresults
presented in histograms and in numerical summaries.
individual
The statistical parameters are
calculated from the results that
fall within the calculated limits for
the group in question. The limits
are obtained from the median
value of the uncorrected results
± 3 * uncorrected SD if the group
includes at least seven results.
The shaded area shows the
results for the own method group.
The outer edges of the histogram
relate to all results.
Laboratory’s result is shown by
a black diamond on the histogram
and numerically below the histo
gram. If a result falls beyond the
scale of the axis, it is shown by an
arrow instead of a diamond. The
graphical target limits are shown
in a box if there are at least seven
results in the method group.
The statistical values for the
laboratory’s own group and all
groups are printe d below the
histogram as well as results from
previous ten surveys.

Results for the laboratory´s own
method group (output group)
Shaded area on the histogram shows the
method group in question.

All results

The outer edges relate to all results.

Laboratory´s own result
Own result is shown as a black diamond on
the histogram and numerically in the box
below the histogram. If a result falls beyond
the scale of the axis, it is shown as an arrow
instead of a diamond.

Summary of laboratory´s last ten
surveys (if participated)
Own group and
All output groups
SD and CV are calculated if there
are at least two results in a group. If
there is only one, a dash (—) appears.
Own result should always be
compared within own method group.

Survey:
x:
Result:
Diff%:

Number of the survey and year
Mean		
Laboratory´s result
Difference between
laboratory´s r esult and its
method group mean (%)

The target area and limits

The graphical target area is shown in grey
in the same box as the laboratory´s result
below the histogram. The area is shown if
there are seven or more results in a meth
od group. The limits are presented numer
ically in the section “Own group”.

numerical summary

The statistical values in a numerical
summary are calculated similarly
to the values under the histogram.
A numerical summary shows all
results by sample and method
group.
SD and CV are calculated if
there are at least two results in a
method group. If there is only one,
a dash (—) appears.

62

The results are divided into groups according to the method. If the results are reported without
method specification they are grouped under Other. Variation in this group is usually higher than
in the well-characterised method groups.
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Haemoxymeters
The
results areresults
presented in histograms and in numerical summaries.
individual
The statistical parameters are cal
culated from the results that fall
within the calculated limits for
the group in question. The limits
are obtained from the median
value of the uncorrected results
± 3 * uncorrected SD if the group
includes at least seven results.
The shaded area shows the
results for the own method group.
The outer edges of the histogram
relate to all results.
Laboratory’s result is shown by
a black diamond on the histogram
and numerically below the histo
gram. If a result falls beyond the
scale of the axis, it is shown by an
arrow instead of a diamond. The
graphical target limits are shown
in a box if there are at least seven
results in the method group.
The statistical values for the
laboratory’s own group and all
groups are printe d below the
histogram as well as results from
previous ten surveys.

Results for the laboratory´s own
method group (output group)
Shaded area on the histogram shows the
method group in question.

All results

The outer edges relate to all results.

Laboratory´s own result
Own result is shown by a black diamond
on the histogram and numerically in the
box below the histogram. If a result falls
beyond the scale of the axis, it is shown as
an arrow instead of a diamond.

Summary of laboratory´s last ten
surveys (if participated)
Own group and
All output groups
SD and CV are calculated if there
are at least two results in a group. If
there is only one, a dash (—) appears.
Own result should always be
compared within own method group.

Survey:
x:
Result:
Diff%:

Number of the survey and year
Mean		
Laboratory´s result
Difference between
laboratory´s r esult and its
method group mean (%)

The target area and target limits

The graphical target area is shown in
grey in the same box as the laboratory´s
result below the histogram. The area is
shown if there are seven or more re
sults in a method group. The limits are
presented numerically in the section
“Own group”.

numerical summary

The statistical values in numerical
summaries are calculated similarly
to the values under the histogram.
The numerical summary shows
all results by method. CV and SD
are calculated if there are at least
two results in a method group.
If there is only one, a dash (—)
appears.
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1(2)
clinical chemistry 2 – special chemistry

Hormones A and B
The
results areresults
presented in histograms and in numerical summaries.
individual
The results of each analyte are
divided in 6 sections: histograms
of both samples, a Youden plot,
summary of previous survey re
sults, concentration-dependent
performance and comments.

u

Histogram

The dark blue columns show
the results of your own method

Analyte		

group and the light blue columns
relate to all results. A vertical line
indicates the assigned value.
The laboratory’s own result
is shown by a red dot in the his
togram and numerically under the
histogram together with a deviation
percent from the assigned value
(Diff%). If laboratory’s result falls
outside the histogram, it is marked
with a circled red x at the end of

Consensus value or
assigned value

Method group

the axis.
The green bar under the histo
gram shows the target limits of the
method group.

v

Statistical values below
		 the histogram
There is a table below the histo
gram showing statistical values for
own method group and all results.

Reagent

w

u
v

y

x
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The assigned value (X, target
value) and the standard deviation
(s) are calculated according to
the procedure described in the
standard ISO 13528 (1). Sometimes
if there are blunt mistakes in the
original data (i.e. wrong units)
personal judgement of the scheme
coordinator is used and such data
is removed before calculations.
Target limits are obtained from
the assigned value ± total error%
of an analyte. Standard error of
the mean (SEM), coefficient of
variation (CV%) and the number
of results (n) are also presented in
the summary table.

w

Youden plot

Results from laboratories are
presented as pairs of specimen by
analyte and method group. A red
dot marks the laboratory’s results.
The dark blue dots represent pairs
of results for the method group
in question and light blue dots
represent pairs of results for other
method groups. The lines on the
axes and the lines bounding these
lines represent the target area for
a method group. Results falling
outside of the plot are seen on
the edges.

x

Previous survey results

nings chart together with total
analytical error limits (target limits)
in percentages. The results from
the present survey are indicated
with red dots and the previous
results with black dots. Results
exceeding approximately ± 1.5 *
target limits are marked with a
black x.

y

Concentration-		
dependent performance

The graphical presentation shows
differences between the result
and the assigned value in terms
of concentration. The shaded
area forms the target limits at the

functional concentration level.
The result indicators (dots) and
results exceeding the axis values
(x) are marked as in “Previous
survey data” section.

z

Comments on individual
surveys and tests

Comments related to sample,
analyte, method group or lab
oratory are presented.
Reference
1 ISO 13528:2005. Statistical
methods for use in proficiency
testing by interlaboratory com
parisons, Annex C.

numerical summary

The robust mean (x) and the
robust standard deviation (s)
of each analyte and method
group are obtained by iterative
calculation according to the pro
cedure described in the standard
ISO 13528. The final values of (x),
(s) and median (m) are presented
in the numerical summary.
S and CV are calculated if there
are at least two results in a method
group. If there is only one result, a
dash (—) appears.

Statistical parameters
X 	���������������������������
med	���������������������
s 	����������������������������
CV% 	�������������������
SEM	����������������������
Min	����������������������

Corrected mean
Median
Corrected standard deviation
Coefficient of variation
Standard error of the mean
The smallest accepted result
in the method group
Max	���������������������� The largest accepted result in
the method group
Number	�������������. Number of laboratories

The following data of laboratory’s
last six surveys (if they have par
ticipated) will be shown:
- Survey (Number of the survey)
- Sample (Sample code)
-	 Assigned value (X)
-	 Own (Laboratory’s own result),
-	 Diff % (Difference between lab
oratory’s result and the assigned
value in percentages).
Results and variations are pre
sented graphically in a Levey-Jen
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